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January



Facebook Comments and Engagement
January
One member sent us this 
– doing classes from 
their lounge because our 
videos can be streamed 
to compatible TV’s.

Giving members their say





Facebook Statistics - January



YouTube Statistics - January



February



Facebook Comments and Engagement
February



Facebook Comments and Engagement
February continued…                             

We went onto BBC Radio 
Lincolnshire to encourage people to 
get involved with the group, explain 
the benefits on mental and physical 
health and give some exercises over 

the AIR to increase our members.

RADIO



Facebook Comments and Engagement
February continued…   POLL 
INTERACTION We launched a Poll to the members 

to learn more about what they enjoy 
and what they would like to see 

more often or as a new addition. I 
have included this in my report 

conclusion which includes costings of 
the class ‘Broadway Boogie’.



Facebook Statistics - February



YouTube Statistics - February



March



Facebook Comments and Engagement
March



Facebook Statistics - March



YouTube Statistics - March

It’s worth noting that Youtube statistics may appear lower than Facebook, this is 
because videos are only available for a limited amount of time and are only 

accessible when we upload them sparingly - so they’re not available 24/7 to help 
people make classes part of their routine ands encourage them to participate with 

others at the same time.



Combined Statistics for January - March



The impact of COVID-19 on Bosfit and how 
funding has helped?
Since the third national lockdown we have seen an increase in participants who are heavily reliant on the programme. They are communicating 
more than ever and have really made a community of new friendships. Through Lockdown when the centre has been shut it has meant that we 
were able to reshuffle the class timetable to try and offer more whilst funding supports this. 

Funding has helped cover staffing costs amongst other sponsors in order for us to secure regular live classes for members to help with routine 
for customers and keep the borough active.

Future funding if successful will see us introduce a new class called Broadway Boogie which will help us raise statistics even further adding to 
the programmes continued success. This class was purley discovered on a poll we put out on the group to see what people would like to see, as 
stated in the separate activity plan - this will grow the group significantly.

Thankfully due to Bosfit being a virtual project it has meant that its been sustainable through lockdown due to no face to face interaction with 
customers.

 



Good News Stories

A member who is known to us as A.Stevens communicated with us to explain how she was suffering mentally due to the COVID-19 impact. She 
was feeling lonely and unhappy. After joining BOSFIT and participating in a regular variety of classes, she began to feel stronger mentally. As 
BOSFIT has a varied timetable with classes suitable for all abilities A.S felt this was something which benefited her. She further explained to us 
that the routine of fitting the classes into her day gave her time to schedule exercise and look forwards to it. This member enjoyed exercising 
with others, it encouraged and motivated her. Classes have since become a hobby, it has helped her become active again and restart a passion 
she once had, having exercised previously. Additionally, it has helped A.S lose weight and engage with other members consequently making 
friends. She has described BOSFIT as becoming part of her life. This has been a common theme amongst other members.

Another regular class member of BOSFIT, known to us as C.Lenton. Unfortunately recently she was suffering from shin splints. Therefore despite 
exercising regularly, she could not as she needed to rest. As Yogalates and Mobility are on our BOSFIT timetable C.L was able to participate in a 
form of gentle exercise which she thoroughly enjoyed. As her pain decreased she began participating in the Cardiovascular classes again; 
Clubbercise and Aerobics at a lower impact, due to the instructor offering alternatives. She has gradually built the intensity up weekly. Due to 
participating and enjoying the Yogalates and Mobility classes she has since incorporated them into her weekly routine. Additionally this 
member has converted her garage into a home gym with a space designed for fitness classes. Also she has disco lights in there which she puts 
on when joining with the Clubbercise classes. There are also several other members who have sent photos of their exercise space with disco 
lights they have bought for participating in Clubbercise. They’ve stated it helps them to feel as they would in a studio environment. 



BBC Radio Lincolnshire

This month (March) we have been pushing promotion of the Bosfit programme and have successfully made 
two radio appearances on BBC Radio Lincolnshire. During this we spoke about how the programme began, who 
it can help, the success stories, how to get involved and even did some exercises on air. 

This went down very well securing a variety of members from across Lincolnshire which is reflected within the 
statistics. 

The team at Radio Lincolnshire were extremely interested and the reaction they received from the discussions 
with us has lead to future appearances being arranged. This highlights our sponsors and helps drive potential 
customers to the group which in turn is adding to the already successful community platform for all things 
exercise, health and wellbeing.



What else we’ve been up too?
• Since being in a third National Lockdown we have continued to grow a strong collection of videos to please the community with.

• We have also released different polls which were aimed at encouraging the community to get involved and ‘vote’ for classes they’d like to 
see.

• These polls were then used for producing new videos and also allowed me to collect data on costings and popularity of different classes 
which we would be required to purchase rights in order to teach along with the age groups the type of class is aimed at such as 
‘Broadway Boogie’ and how this could meet sponsors needs.

• We have also been looking at a special class or event we could do virtually to advertise BOSFIT being 1 year old.

• We’ve also been producing project ideas on how we can grow the group and the potential of bringing in new ideas.

• We’ve also released a few different promotional videos to help reach out to potential new members.

• We’ve also been working at improving the quality of our ‘LIVE’ Classes to make them even more enjoyable and professional. With this 
being the case where before we were recording the class on the phone which was making the sound not of the highest quality I have 
now re wired the studio to put a direct line into the recording device, this stops the phones microphone’ trying to record the audio and 
ensures the instructor and music is the best possible quality throughout the whole class. We have also seen an increase in participants 
and their participation time per class.



Conclusion
Publicity Stunts
To conclude, 
We have launched a few different publicity stunts to help us engage with the community and increase our members from 14-19 as well as encourage other age  groups to 
partake in exercise. 
This was done via an appearance on BBC Radio Lincolnshire discussing the group, delivering exercises over the AIR as well as giving instructions on how to get involved. This 
was aimed at older adults who it was noted as more likely to listen in to the Radio station so we focused on the benefits to both physical and mental health. We may now be 
featuring again on the Radio as part of their Friday Morning Fitness campaign. 
We have also produced a promotional video for Clubbercise, aimed at all ages however particularly those within the young age groups. The video was tactfully posted on a 
Saturday Night to help engage and relate to the ‘Saturday Night Dancing and going out’ interest which a lot of youngsters enjoy. We then used this with the video to show 
exercise can be fun. This video went viral within the community with over 11,000 views and saw us a particularly high increase in members in a short space of time.
We have also worked harder to engage with our customers to listen and find out what they enjoy and what they’d like to see introduced or more off. With this poll which 
engaged with a large amount of people we were able to produce the report for ‘Broadway Boogie’ in hope of introducing this in the future to keep the members active and 
ensure they’re continuing to enjoy the page.

Video Data and Analytics
To Conclude,
We have seen an increase in total views, this shows our increased popularity. On average we get 500 views a week, split between live and pre recorded classes. This is 
around 2,000 views a month and growing. Our group capacity has grown by 37% in 3 months!!! That's just over 100 members a month or 3.3 a day on average. This is 
reflected in the group as conversations continue to spark and friendships are made. We can see choreographed classes are particularly preferred which will stand us in good 
stead for Broadway Boogie should funding be successful. 
We have also seen an increase since lockdown of participants, especially from all ages.

Other bits
We have been working actively to grow the group further and continue to provide the community with a great health and wellness group. We have done several 
promotional stunts, videos, engagement posts and appeared on the Radio. All of which is raising awareness and increasing traffic to our platform. We are continuing to offer 
our best with the funding provided by all sponsors,
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Video Examples
Free classes include:
Total Tone
Kids+Teens Workouts
Yogalates
HIIT
LBT
Bootcamp
Clubbercise
Glowbics
Aerobics
And many more...



Clubbercise PR Stunt
Review



What was this?

• We designed a Promotional video for BOSFIT aimed at the Live Class ‘Clubbercise’.

• This video was tactfully uploaded on a Saturday night at peak audience time (a time at which most of our audience is on 
social media).

• This video was exciting, powerful and really emphasised the class and how it made exercise fun along with making 
several viewers want to get active.

• We posted this video on our Leisure Centre social media platform with carefully placed words such as ‘Miss putting on 
those dancing shoes? Then we’ve got the class for you’.

•  The video had a range of visual effects which would replicate those of a ‘Saturday night out’ along with emphasis on 
attractive quotes such as ‘Burns up to 500 calories’ ‘Brings a night out to your workout’ and ‘All your favourite club 
classics’ and not forgetting the fact it’s all free which would flash up throughout the video.



Objectives?

• We wanted to get more publicity around the BOSFIT group.

• We also wanted to make exercise fun and relatable to peoples previous events such as dancing on a Saturday night.

• We also wanted this video to gain us extra members to boost our overall numbers to aid meeting our target.

• We also wanted to appeal to younger generations as our members are mostly 30 upwards.

• We also wanted to add some excitement and reach more people hence why I put this up on our main leisure centre 
page.

• We also wanted to demonstrate the quality of our classes to separate us from other places potentially doing similar 
classes.



How it performed?

• The video went down a storm, people were liking, sharing and commenting on the video about how it made them want 
to go out and get dancing. People were tagging friends and relatives in this and sparking conversation on how they 
intended to try the class and how it lifted their spirits and made them excited to exercise.

• In just 48 hours we gained an extra 70 members! A record for us in such a short space of time.

• The video got 7.5k views in just 5 days after this reaching 11k.

• We have had several users message us asking how to take part in the class and in addition to this the LIVE class views 
have increased.

• We have also seen an increase in younger ages which is one of the main objectives and we are now lined up to speak on 
BBC radio about the group and what it offers.

• Through the audience sharing and tagging friends we now even have members from London in the group and we have 
seen an increase in the group communicating between each other, making friends and trying multiple classes not just 
Clubbercise.



Photo’s relating to the video’s performance



Link to the video and post below

https://fb.watch/3eDsbiLSJN/

https://fb.watch/3eDsbiLSJN/

